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witch's familiar
by drunkbedsheetghost

Summary

the familiar Zhou Zishu finds himself in the apartment of Wen Kexing with no recollection of
the past two months. While he is trying to get his memory back and at the same time keeping
his appearance as a regular house cat up, Wen Kexing struggles to understand his cat while
also considering his apartment to be haunted.

Based/Inspired by the art of rhymesswith on tumblr but with my own twist

http://archiveofourown.org/users/drunkbedsheetghost/pseuds/drunkbedsheetghost


the cat is awake

Familiars are humans with magic in their veins. They have the ability to switch between a
human form and an animal form but have no other magical abilities beyond that.
Initially, it was believed that the animal form could tell which tribe of primordial familiars it
came from and that the form is inherited from one generation to the next. Today, however, it
is known that the animal form does not come from the blood but from the soul. The animal
reflected the personality of the familiar.
So it happened that a cat was born into a family of wolves. As in Zhou Zishu's case.

It was a blessing and a curse at the same time. He couldn't find his place in his own family
and felt like a stranger on more than one occasion, but on the other hand, there were plenty of
witches and wizards who wanted to take him in. He had everything that made a good
confidant, but the problem was that he didn't want to be one. Sometimes he wished his human
half didn't exist at all.
Zishu often found himself in the situation where he lost himself in his animal instincts and
just turned off everything human in him.
This often resulted in him finding himself in places with no memory of how he got there.
Zishu referred to these moments as 'coming to consciousness'.
The next time he regained consciousness he was lying on a sofa. In someone else's apartment.
Naked.

He knew why he was naked. He had changed forms in his sleep - something that could
happen now and then. What he didn't know was how he got here and whose apartment it was.
He got up carefully and looked at his surroundings. A large living room. Tastefully decorated
but didn't really have much personality. It looked like something you would find in a
furniture store, but the smell was different. It wasn't particularly strong, but Zishu was able to
pick up the familiar scent. Flowery with a slightly fruity note. cherry blossom maybe? It was
a perfume.
Before Zishu could think about it any longer, he heard the front door unlock and he shifted
his form almost instinctively.
“A-Xu! I'm home again!"
The sudden change caused a slight whiplash and Zishu lost his bearings slightly, but the voice
sounded familiar.

Wen Kexing came to his apartment with full shopping bags. It was the weekly groceries and
this time only half of it was for his cat. At least that's what he claimed.
To say he spoiled A-Xu was an understatement. This man adored his cat and was willing to
throw his life savings out the window just so A-Xu could live like a king.
However, Zishu continued to struggle with his memory and tried to figure out who this man
was. All he knew was that his feline brain associated him with food and warmth.

Wen Kexing put the bags down in the kitchen and immediately went to the living room to
greet A-Xu. What he saw was his beloved cat sitting next to the sofa and staring into one of
the empty corners of the room. He tried to see what he was staring at, but couldn't see
anything special about that corner. Wen Kexing had read about cats doing this from time to



time, but this was the first time he saw A-Xu do it. He was well informed about the theories
that animals could see spirits and therefore stare into the void but suppressed the thought of
the possibility that his apartment could be haunted.
"A-Xu?" he asked cautiously.
The cat turned its head to him and gave a short meow. Wen Kexing threw one last look into
the corner before he hugged A-Xu.
"Did you miss me?"
He didn't get a verbal reply and instead, Zishu placed his paw on Wen Kexing's cheek. The
man's heart melted and he planted a kiss on the cat's head.

Fuzzy memories formed in Zishu's mind, but nothing was clear enough to understand how he
got into this apartment.
All he knew so far was the man's name and that he was good. At least that's what his feline
side said.

 

Weeks passed and Zhou Zishu was still no smarter. His memories came back partly in the
form of emotions, but it was such a tangle with emotions ranging from fear and pain to joy
and relief.
Wen Kexing was no help. He talked a lot, but none of it helped Zishu with his memory lapse.
The only useful thing he could find so far was a newspaper article.

Missing for two months - first traces lead nowhere

It was big on the front page with an old photo of him next to it. The article first briefly
described how Zhou Xu - the name he used as a human - failed to show up for work one day
and has not been found since. There were supposed eyewitnesses who claim to have seen him
at various places, but they turned out to be wrong.
The biggest shock for Zishu was just the fact that he couldn't remember two months. There
have been instances where he has lost consciousness for long periods of time, but never for
more than two days.

“A-Xu! Do you read the newspaper?"
Zishu turned and saw Wen Kexing standing in the doorway. He was drying his hair with a
towel and the white t-shirt he was wearing was partially stuck to his body.
When he was done with his hair, he put the towel around his neck and got closer to the cat.
One look at the newspaper was enough to understand.
“I know you miss your owner. He'll definitely be back soon, but in the meantime I'll take care
of you."
As he spoke, he scratched A-Xu behind the ear. However, he was even more confused than
before.



haunted by the living

Chapter Notes

maybe my writing would improve if I stopped writing at 3 am. maybe I should start
writing during daylight while I'm still awake. 
In the last two months, I wrote more than in the last two years combined and I'm
actually happy about this.

It started out harmless. Wen Kexing found clothes in places he didn't remember putting them.
His hairbrush wandered from one place to another overnight. Even the dishes turned up in
different places. But Wen Kexing told himself it was his own fault. He hadn't paid attention
to where he put his things or simply forgot.
Then the food started to disappear. He asked Gu Xiang, but she denied touching anything in
the refrigerator. She was so seldom at home and when she ate, then anywhere but at home.
Wen Kexing wished she were the thief. At least that way he would have known that she was
eating enough.
He was alarmed to realize that even his wine was not safe from the thief. The bottles were
well hidden that Gu Xiang couldn't find them (she knew where he hid his alcohol from day
one). It wasn't that Wen Kexing didn't trust her. It was just something a responsible adult
should do.

What finally broke the camel's back was a conversation with the old lady who lived across
the street.
One day she stopped by his house unannounced and brought a whole basket of fresh
vegetables.
"That would not have been necessary!" He accepted the basket with a big smile. "Say, what is
the reason for such a gift?"
The old lady just waved her hand. "I just noticed that you're not getting a good night's sleep,
so I thought I'd bring you some fresh veggies to kickstart your diet."
Wen Kexing looked up in surprise. "What makes you think I don't sleep well?"
"Well, I see you sneaking around the apartment every night!"
Wen Kexing turned pale as a ghost.

As soon as the old lady had disappeared, the young man called a crisis meeting. The only
participants besides him were Gu Xiang and A-Xu. Both were sure that Wen Kexing might
need a break. Or a hobby.
“I'm pretty sure the apartment is haunted! How else would you explain all of this?"
"That you're overworked and you're getting paranoid?"
“What about what the old lady said? That someone is supposedly wandering through the
apartment at night?”
Gu Xiang looked at the man unperturbed while petting A-Xu. "Stress can lead to



sleepwalking."
Wen Kexing groaned in frustration.

Zishu had silently followed the conversation. He knew the place wasn't haunted. If so, he
would be the first to know about it. No, all the incidents that Wen Kexing described were
Zishu's fault.
After regaining consciousness, he uses the nights to change form. On the one hand to prevent
the instincts from gaining the upper hand again and on the other hand because it is otherwise
difficult to open a bottle of wine with paws. Only he didn't know that he was seen. What
normal person is up at 3 a.m.?
Maybe he should be careful though. He could already see white hair slowly appearing on
Wen Kexing's head.

"I'm serious, A-Xiang!"
"Me too! Where should I go if you go completely insane and I can't stay with you anymore?"
She huffed angrily. “You need to take better care of yourself! Take a break!"
Maybe she was right and Wen Kexing was just driving himself crazy? Maybe he actually
works too much.
Gu Xiang got up and put A-Xu on Wen Kexing's lap.
“Resolve this with A-Xu. I'm going to meet up with Weining."
"Didn't you just meet yesterday?"
She rolled her eyes in annoyance. “And I'm meeting up with him again today because I enjoy
spending time with him. That's something you do when you have friends. You would know if
you had any."
"I have friends!"
"The cat doesn't count!"
A-Xu pricked up his ears. Was that why Wen Kexing kept bugging him? Because he has no
one else to spend time with? Zishu almost felt sorry for the guy.

The young man said nothing more and watched as Gu Xiang put on her shoes and left the
apartment. He remained sitting still for a few more minutes before wordlessly setting A-Xu
down on the floor and leaving the room. This behavior surprised Zishu as he was almost used
to the fact that Wen Kexing couldn't keep his hands off him. Seeing him like this now
worried Zishu.
This led to something Zishu wouldn't do under normal circumstances. He followed Wen
Kexing.

He was lying on his bed with his face buried in a pillow. The soft sobs that came from him
made Zishu's heart heavy. This was the first time - at least the first time he remembered - that
he had seen him like that.
The familiar jumped onto the bed and cautiously approached the crying man. He didn't know
exactly what to do. Not only because his current form didn't give many options, but also
because he generally didn't know how to behave in such situations.
So he decided to nudge him lightly with his paw. However, when that didn't elicit a response,
he decided to get vocal.
"Meow!"
The sobbing stopped and Wen Kexing turned his head to A-Xu. His face was red and blotchy.



The eyes reddened. A stark contrast to the normally handsome face Zishu was used to. The
familiar was shocked by the sight that presented itself to him.

“A-A-Xu...are you...are you hungry? Do-do you need some...thing?"
The cat came closer so that there were only a few centimeters between both faces and licked
the tears from Wen Kexing's cheek.
The young man was surprised by the gesture and didn't quite know how to react to it.
“A-A-Xu! Are you...h-here to com-comfort...me?"
A single meow was all he got as an answer, but that was enough for him. He stretched out an
arm and pulled A-Xu to his chest. The familiar made no move to run away and instead
snuggled closer to him.
"At least we both have each other..." he heard Wen Kexing whisper before falling asleep from
exhaustion.



dead asleep

Chapter Notes

What is Wen Kexings job? God, if I knew!

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Cats were contradictory creatures. On the one hand, they want nothing to do with you and
would have no hesitation in gnawing the flesh from bones should you ever perish in your
own home. But on the other hand, they are so needy and pretend they will die at any moment
if they don't get enough attention.
Zishu was no different.
He loved the attention he got from Wen Kexing and Gu Xiang, but he would never freely
admit it.
Although he always tries to avoid Wen Kexing, he would still allow the man to touch him at
least once a day. Most of the time he would lay down next to him or meow at him until Wen
Kexing finally picked him up.
He liked the feel of Wen Kexing's surprisingly strong arms when holding him. The feel of his
fingers slid comfortably through his fur. Even the many little kisses that A-Xu gets from him.

The days when Wen Kexing is not there are all the more unbearable. Often it's because he's
overworking himself again and setting a new record of "How much overtime can I stack up
this time" every day. The worst thing is that as soon as he gets home he collapses on the
couch and stays there until the next morning without paying any attention to his A-Xu.
Sometimes Zishu would go several days without showing any affection, and that was
reflected in his mood.

It was one of those days again, or rather one of those nights. Zishu hadn't heard from him all
day and waited until late at night for his return. He told himself he was only doing this to
make sure he got home safe and not because he craved Wen Kexing's touch.
He spent the time flipping through the various channels until he found something good,
which is quite a challenge considering cats don't have fingers and Zishu is in no mood to
switch forms. He just likes to make life difficult for himself.

It was just before midnight when Zishu heard the familiar opening of the door. What little
pride was left in him prevented him from immediately jumping towards Wen Kexing and
instead waited until the man himself came to the couch and lay down with his cat.
But it did not get to that. After the door closed again, you didn't hear footsteps, but a dull
bang. As if something heavy fell to the ground.
Alarmed, Zhou Zishu jumped up and ran to the source of the noise.

Horrified and shocked, he saw Wen Kexing lying face down on the ground. His heart stopped
and he immediately assumed the worst. Had he failed as a familiar? No, he had no bond with



Wen Kexing so couldn't help even if he wanted to. Even so, a wave of guilt and self-loathing
swept over him. He should have been better. He would have...
A soft snore pulled Zishu out of his thoughts and he looked up in surprise.
Wen Kexing lay motionless, but the gentle rise and fall of his torso as he breathed was still
discernible. And the snoring could not be ignored now.
Both anger and relief drowned out the concern he had felt just seconds before.

But now Zishu faced another problem. He couldn't leave Wen Kexing here on the cold, dirty
floor. Not only was it bad for the back, but Gu Xiang will definitely trip over him if she ever
gets home.
But in his current form, Zishu couldn't do much. He had no choice but to switch.
It was always a rush to change form after a long time. Without the thick fur he immediately
started to shiver and the sudden change in height as well as in anatomy forced him to pause
for a moment and get used to his body. While his motor skills weren't quite up to par, he
didn't have to perform any complicated surgery, instead, his mission was to carry his sleeping
roommate to bed.

Zishu briefly thought about just throwing him over his shoulder like a sack of potatoes and
carrying him to the bedroom like that, but he realized that Wen Kexing had been through
enough today and he deserved at least some peace now. It should be bridal style.
From the outside, A-Xu must have looked like a complete pervert. So all naked with an
unconscious man on his arm. He really hoped none of the neighbors were watching him.
In the bedroom, Zishu put the master of the house on the bed and wanted to disappear straight
back into the living room, but the sight of Wen Kexing was a thorn in his side. He couldn't let
him sleep in a full suit after all - at least Wen Kexing had managed to take off his shoes
before falling into the apartment.
Zishu thanked the curtains for being closed, otherwise, he would definitely look like a pervert
to an outsider.

The Familiar began cautiously to peel the man out of his jacket and shirt. He placed both
carefully on the nearby chair before turning to the pants, which turned out to be a big
challenge. Because for some reason the belt wouldn't open.
Zishu struggled with the belt for longer than he should, but he didn't want Wen Kexing to
wake up and see him. With any luck, he could make him believe that he's being haunted by a
perverted spirit, but he'd rather not have to make excuses at all and just continue living his
life normally. At least his normal cat life.
Once both the belt and pants were off, Zishu covered the sleeping man up, but instead of
leaving the room and letting the man sleep, he sat on the edge of the bed and watched Wen
Kexing. Just to be sure again that he really was still there. still alive.
As if under someone else's control, Zishu leaned forward and placed a feathery kiss on Wen
Kexing's forehead.

The next morning, Wen Kexing woke up with no memory of going to bed. All he knew was
that A-Xu slept next to him like a loyal cat.

Chapter End Notes



I had two concepts in mind for this chapter:
1. WKX is too tired to get to bed and ZZS has to carry him (aka this chapter)
and
2. tired WKX comes home and finds a naked ZZS drinking wine while moon bathing

Maybe I use the second one for a future chapter or post is separately as non canon bonus
chapter



a mouse and a curse

Chapter Notes

yes, it's been a year. Am I sorry? not really.

See the end of the chapter for more notes

"WHAT THE-!"
A-Xu was rudely torn from his afternoon nap. He couldn't have slept long as the midday sun
still shone warmly on him. The cat looked around sullenly and tried to locate the source of
the scream.
“A-XU! GET THE MOUSE!” he heard Gu Xiang shout and the next moment he found
himself in a staring competition with a little mouse.
The mouse was maybe a good four inches tall, with brown fur and the cutest button eyes A-
Xu had ever seen.
"A-Xu!" Gu Xiang shouted again, causing the mouse to run away. The familiar did not move
an inch.
“A-Xu, you useless cat! Aren't you supposed to be a predator or something?"
The cat just yawned and went back to sleep while the girl began to look for the mouse.

But neither of them got very far when the master of the house stumbled in. In his arms, he
carried a large cardboard box, which blocked his view and made every step a guessing game.
"A little help would be nice" he called into the apartment while trying to close the door
behind him.
Gu Xiang rushed to her brother and took the huge package from him. She was surprised at
how light it was compared to its size. "What's this?"
Wen Kexing removed his shoes and jacket before retrieving the package.
"This is a belated birthday present from a colleague."
"Your birthday was four months ago," Gu Xiang exclaimed surprisingly. A-Xu had only
casually followed the conversation while he tried to disappear back into the land of dreams,
but now the two humans had his full attention. A birthday gift this late couldn't mean
anything good.

Wen Kexing placed the package on the coffee table and A-Xu took a closer look. Considering
it was supposed to be a birthday present, it looked pretty sad. The box was made out of
ordinary cardboard that had seen better days. It was a miracle it still retained its shape. Wen
Kexing opened the sad excuse of a shipping box and pulled out the ugliest vase the cat had
ever seen. It was shaped like a normal vase, but on one side a face was formed which the cat
could only describe as a cross between a potato and a donkey. The sight of the vase sent
shivers down A-Xu's spine, but that wasn't entirely due to the hideous face. It was the energy
that emanated from the vase and he didn't like it at all.



"This vase is..." Wen Kexing began.
"Abominable, horrific, disgustingly hideous, downright ugly?" suggested Gu Xiang.
"I wanted to say creative."
Wen Kexing took a quick look around the apartment before placing the vase on a dresser near
the front door. He took a few steps back and looked at the composition.
"Please don't tell me you're going to keep that thing," the girl commented, wrinkling her nose.
"It was a gift! I can't just throw it away just because it's a bit odd!"
Gu Xiang rolled his eyes in irritation and disappeared into the kitchen.
"A Xiang!" shouted Wen Kexing and ran after her.

A-Xu took the opportunity and climbed up the dresser to take a closer look at the vase. In
doing so, he noticed two things.
1. The vase was even uglier from up close.
2. The vase was cursed.
Familiars are among the handful of creatures that can tell at first glance if something is
cursed and/or poses a threat to their master. They have a special sense for negative energy
and most of the time they also know immediately how to get rid of curses in the quickest
way.

A-Xu took a closer look at the vase and realized that while it was a curse intended to affect
the health of the owner, the curse itself was weak and completely dependent on the vase. This
told him that whoever cursed the vase was a complete novice at magic and that the curse can
be broken by breaking the vase itself. It was that easy.
The cat raised its paw and was about to throw the vase off the dresser, but stopped before it
could touch the hideous thing.
Wen Kexing was not his master. Zhou Zishu and Wen Kexing did not have a contract. In this
home, he was not a familiar, just a cat. Accordingly, he was not obliged to protect the
apartment. The curse would only affect the two humans and not Zhou Zishu. Why should he
break the vase when he had no responsibilities binding him to the people of this home?

He was about to jump off the dresser when a squeak drew his attention back to the vase. It
was the mouse.
It had somehow managed to climb up and walk past A-Xu to the vase without him noticing.
Now the mouse was busy running around the vase and occasionally stopping to smell it. At
one point, the mouse stopped in front of the vase and looked up at A-Xu. As if it was waiting
for something.

Zhou Zishu looked over to the kitchen where he heard Wen Kexing and Gu Xiang arguing. It
wasn't anything serious, just a heated debate about whether it was still worth shopping or if
they should just order. Gu Xiang very clearly in favor of the latter.
The cat looked back at the vase. The two gave him a home and a name, but a contract was
never made. If he destroys that vase, would that mean he recognizes Wen Kexing as his
master? Would this mean that he will be bonded to the two of them? does he want that?

A-Xu lifted his paw and the next moment the vase was on the ground. Broken into a thousand
pieces and curse is gone.
He heard Wen Kexing stumble as he tried to run to the source of the noise, but A-Xu didn't



look around and just picked up the mouse. He tried to be as gentle as possible so as not to
accidentally bite the little animal.

Wen Kexing curses as he tripped over his own feet, but his anger at himself was only
overshadowed by his concern for A-Xu. What he did find, however, was a cat with its prey
and a broken vase. He had to admit that he was anything but sad about the loss and was
actually happy inside that he didn't have to see the ugly thing anymore. Only his pride
prevented him from showing this openly. Instead, he silently disappeared into the kitchen to
get a broom.
Gu Xiang arrived at the same time her brother disappeared. She first stared at the shards on
the floor before her gaze fell on the cat.
"Looks like you're good for something after all!" she said with a big smile.

Zhou Zishu jumped off the dresser. Now he only had to take care of the mouse.

Chapter End Notes

I watched a bunch of cute cat compilations in preparation for this chapter. Got some nice
ideas out of this.
I try to put some more lore pieces into the chapters to give a better idea as to what
exactly familiars and witches are in this universe.
Also if you have ideas for some one-off chapter or for some small storylines you want to
see (or if you just want to send me cute cat videos) I'm drunkbedsheetghost on tumblr
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